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May 18, 2006 
 
Mr. Russell George 
Chairman, Colorado Inventoried Roadless Area Task Force 
Executive Director, Department of Natural Resources 
1313 Sherman Street, Room 718 
Denver, Colorado    80203 
 
Re:  Recommendations for the Routt National Forest Inventoried Roadless Areas 

 

Dear Chairman George: 

 
Once again, the Colorado Division of Wildlife appreciates and would like to thank the Inventoried Roadless 
Area (IRA) Task Force for the opportunity to review and comment on roadless area designations, this time 
within the Routt National Forest.  We believe that the public process of determining roadless designation is 
vital to assuring appropriate management and stakeholder involvement in Colorado’s National Forests.   This 
letter complements and summarizes comments assembled on the 29 major IRAs within the Routt National 
Forest by the Colorado Division of Wildlife’s professional wildlife managers and wildlife biologists.  The nine 
page synopsis of the individual comments has been assembled by Northwest Assistant Regional Manager 
Steve Yamashita.   This summary was submitted to Jim Goodyear on May 9, 2006.  For specific comments and 
greater detail on each IRA please refer to the companion documents easily accessible on the CD (file: CDOW 
Petition Worksheets Routt NF IRAs 05 09 2006). 
 

Please note that Northwest Assistant Regional Manager, Steve Yamashita, specifically states in paragraph 4 of 
his letter (see page 3), "Although the significance of each IRA to wildlife is identified, it is assumed that 
specific impacts by new road construction or modification to existing roads in existing designated roadless 
areas will be evaluated through the NEPA process as applied by the United States Forest Service."  This 
sentence illustrates two key points, (1) Colorado's Inventoried Roadless Areas are federal lands that are 
administered by the US Department of Agriculture/US Forest Service and (2) Public Law, such as but not 
limited to NEPA, NFMA, MUSYA, and the Forest Service Handbook and the Forest Service Manual determines 
what, how, when, where, why, and under what circumstances specific use can, can not, may, may not occur.  
 As the Statewide Inventoried Roadless Area Manager for the Division, I personally wish to note that 
significant changes have recently occurred to the Forest Service Handbook regarding categorical exclusions 
that may potentially reduce the prior review and analysis protections that previously existed on Colorado's 
IRA’s.  Historically, the presence of Inventoried Roadless Area status was considered an "extraordinary 
circumstance" triggering NEPA review protections through the Environmental Analysis (EA) or Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS) process.  The presence of an “extraordinary circumstance" arguably removed the 
proposed action from qualifying as a "categorical exclusion" thereby requiring the preparation of an EA in 
order to probe further the possible environmental effects.  This is the interpretation of the Handbook section 
and its legislative history in a Seventh Circuit case [Rhodes v. Johnson, 153 F. 3d 785 (7th Cir. 1998).]   
However, new interim guidance was proposed [66 Fed. Reg. 48412 (September 20, 2001)] and finalized, [67 
Fed. Reg.  
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54622 (August 23, 2002)] such that the presence of circumstances previously considered “extraordinary” do 
not necessarily preclude an action from being a categorical exclusion if the responsible official, based on 
scoping, determines there would be no significant environmental effects. Indeed, under the new directive, it is 
our understanding that a circumstance is “extraordinary” only if the responsible official determines it is 
because the proposed action may have a significant effect on the environment, in which case an EIS is to be 
prepared.  Or, if the responsible official is uncertain whether the proposed action may have a significant effect 
on the environment, an EA is to be prepared.  Under this approach, the presence of circumstances that 
previously were per se “extraordinary” now are merely “resource conditions” that must specifically be 
considered in determining whether an action may have a significant effect.  “It is the degree of the potential 
effect of a proposed action on these resource conditions that determines whether extraordinary circumstances 
exist.” [FSH 1909.15 — Environmental Policy and Procedures Handbook, § 30.3b.2.  For instance, under the 
final directive, some timber sales could be conducted as categorical exclusions in roadless areas (and possibly 
in a roadless area with endangered or threatened species) if the official determines, without the necessity of 
written documentation of the underlying analysis relied upon, that there would be no significant environmental 
effects.  THIS IS A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE FROM THE PREVIOUS TEXT and I believe that it potentially may be 
counterproductive.  EAs and EISs require rigorous objective written analysis using "best available science," 
while this latest process increases the likelihood of greater subjectivity into the process thereby allowing for 
greater potential litigation.   It is our hope that as the Task Force develops the potential “COLORADO RULE” or 
further clarifies the 2001 Rule (beginning point) elements for Colorado, it will require that  EAs and/or EIS’s 
for projects within Colorado’s IRAs will be a requirement and that  compelling reasons and best available 
science will continue to be required elements used in the analysis.    

Note: For general online reference to the Forest Service Handbook, please refer to the US Forest Service 
online link at http://www.fs.fed.us/im/directives/dughtml/fsh_1.html , and for specific online reference to the 
Forest Service Handbook concerning categorical exclusions please refer to the  US Forest Service online link at 
http://www.fs.fed.us/im/directives/fsh/1909.15/1909.15_30.doc .  

Once again let me reiterate that our process approach is to provide the necessary information affecting wildlife 
to the task force to assist them with your final recommendations regarding IRA designations.   

If accepted and implemented, these attached management recommendations will benefit a multitude of 
species and also the people who enjoy Colorado’s wildlife.  Retaining the roadless characteristics of these 
Inventoried Roadless Areas on the Routt National Forest will help to minimize negative habitat fragmentation, 
biodiversity decline, displacement and dispersal barriers, reduce exotic pest proliferation and erosion 
problems, help minimize negative aquatic habitat alteration and potentially curtail or slow unmanaged 
recreation proliferation. The Routt National Forest’s popularity and proximity to the populated northern Front 
Range makes it both attractive and convenient for overall access and multiple use.  We believe as do many 
local USFS personnel, that there are a satisfactory number of existing public roads to easily accommodate the 
current visitor use with reasonable overall access to the forest.  Currently, reasonable and sufficient 
management and recreational access exists, while keeping the current value of habitats relatively intact.   
 
The Division appreciates having this opportunity for input into the Taskforce’s deliberation process.  Please 
feel free to contact me at 970 472-4306 should you have any questions regarding these recommendations.  
 
Sincerely, 
/s/ 
 
James O. Goodyear 
Inventoried Roadless Areas Manager 
 
cc: Jeffrey Crawford, Chairman Colorado Wildlife Commission 
 Bruce McCloskey, Director 

Mark Konishi, Deputy Director 
Jeff Ver Steeg, Assistant Director 
John Bredehoft, Assistant Director 
Ron Velarde, Northwest Regional Manager 
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STATE OF COLORADO 

DIVISION OF WILDLIFE 
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

 
 
DATE:  May 9, 2006 
 
TO:  Jim Goodyear  
   
FROM:  Steve Yamashita 
 
Subject: Recommendations for the Routt National Forest Inventoried Roadless Areas 
 
The Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW) appreciates the opportunity to review and comment on 
roadless area designations on the Routt National Forest. The following comments have been prepared 
by CDOW staff for use by the Inventoried Roadless Area Task Force in evaluating potential wildlife 
impacts to existing IRA’s by future roads construction or improvements.   
 
The definition of a road, as outlined by the United States Forest Service (USFS) IRA process, is any 
vehicular route that is greater than 50 inches wide and constructed for the purpose of full size vehicle 
use.  Our understanding of the IRA designation is that it prohibits new road construction and 
reconstruction of existing roads with the following exceptions;  to protect human health and safety, to 
conduct environmental cleanup, to allow for the reserved rights provided by statute, to prevent resource 
damage, to rectify hazardous road conditions, and/or roads needed in conjunction with mineral leases.  
The roadless definition also prohibits cutting, sale, and removal of timber with the following exceptions: 
removal of small diameter timber, improvement of habitat for threatened, endangered, or sensitive 
species, and to maintain or restore ecosystem composition. 
 
Maintaining the roadless characteristics in the recommended IRA’s is pertinent to the mission of the 
CDOW, which is “…to protect, preserve, enhance and manage the wildlife for the use, benefit and 
enjoyment of the people of this state and its visitors”.  The following recommendations to maintain 
existing roadless area designations are consistent with the CDOW’s management principles and goals 
as outlined in the CDOW Strategic Plan.  These management emphases include multi-species 
communities across landscapes, protection of threatened and endangered species, protect and 
enhance high priority habitats for deer and elk as well as habitat for waterfowl, upland, aquatic species 
and species of special concern as well as maintaining hunting and fishing opportunities.   
 
Although the significance of each IRA to wildlife is identified, it is assumed that specific impacts by new 
road construction or modification to existing roads in existing designated roadless areas will be 
evaluated through the NEPA process as applied by the United States Forest Service.  Our review 
teams included Area Wildlife Managers, District Wildlife Managers, Wildlife Conservation Biologists, 
and Aquatic biologists.  Regional comments were reviewed and compiled by the Assistant Regional 
Manager for the Northwest Region.   
 
Where new roads or motorized trails are allowed by existing roadless designations every effort should 
be made to reduce the impact on wildlife.  One major consequence of new roads is increased levels of 
silt entering waterways.  Increased siltation in streams or lakes can have negative effects on aquatic 
invertebrates as well as the vertebrates that depend on them as food sources.  Additional silt load may 
have adverse affects on the reproductive capacity of aquatic species if it occurs during or immediately 
after their spawning period.  Mitigating measures to help off set the affects of additional roads can be 
the use of culverts and bridges instead of low water crossings, seasonal closures and the obliteration of 
temporal roads after their intended use is completed. 
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IRA Synopsis 
 
The following summary information identifies wildlife species of significance by IRA, the specific habitat 
importance for those species and management recommendations.  In addition, included are individual 
IRA worksheets providing detailed information for consideration by the IRA Task Force.   
  
Barber Basin R21120 
 
The Barber Basin IRA (est. 5,468 acres) consists of diverse vegetation communities including willow 
bottoms, grasslands, sage brush, lodgepole, and spruce-fir. This IRA is managed currently as general 
forest and rangelands forest productions and general forest and rangelands range production 
emphasis.  Access to Barber Basin is limited as the parcel has no public roads that access it and due to 
the fact that State Trust Land is located east of the IRA  The IRA is currently grazed and access for the 
public mainly by foot and horseback. Wildlife use in this area includes migration corridor for mule deer 
and elk, deer and elk winter range and summer range. Calving, fawning and rearing of young in this 
area is wide spread in this unit.  Sharp-tailed grouse, greater sage grouse and northern goshawks also 
utilize the area.  Fisheries exist above this unit in Little Green Creek that are very important.  
Maintaining this area as roadless would benefit Colorado River cutthroat trout as adjacent streams may 
provide opportunities to enhance conservation populations, maintain genetic diversity, create meta-
populations, and expand existing range for Colorado River cutthroat trout for their recovery. This unit is 
suitable habitat for lynx and wolverine. A wide variety of small mammals and birds occupy this tract.  
This area provides a very important landscape function in connectivity to adjacent areas for wildlife 
security and movement. This IRA is a very popular hunting area accessed by foot and horseback. We 
recommend that the Barber Basin IRA be retained as roadless.  
 
Black Mountain – R21101 
 
The 22,750 acre Black Mountain IRA is located north/northeast of Craig.  This IRA provides essential 
habitat needs for mammals birds, herptiles fish etc. such as, but not limited to black bear, elk (portion of 
the Bears Ears herd, 2nd largest in Colorado), mule deer, lynx, Greater Sandhill Crane, Columbian 
Sharp-Tailed grouse, boreal toad, and Colorado River cutthroat trout.   
 
Significant habitat exists for several species of special concern in this IRA.  Willow Creek, Roaring Fork 
Creek, South Fork of Slater Creek and West Prong of Slater Creek provide valuable habitat for a 
conservation population of Colorado River Cutthroat trout. Greater Sandhill cranes nest sites exist in 
this IRA and  are very susceptible to human disturbance during nesting.  This IRA exist adjacent to 
established Boreal Toad habitat and provides habitat for expanding populations. 
 
Existing USFS management prescriptions are suitable to secure essential habitat for the above 
mentioned species; however new permanent roads should be discouraged to protect the integrity of the 
IRA.  Any temporary roads should be obliterated upon completion of the project. 
 
Bunker Basin IRA - R21125 
 
This IRA provides essential habitat needs for mammals, herptiles, and fish including but not limited to 
elk, black bear, lynx, mountain lion, mule deer, and greater sandhill crane. The IRA provides 
connectivity from higher elevation summer habitat in the Flattops Wilderness to lower elevation 
habitats.  Road development in this IRA would diminish the security benefit of the IRA to elk from 
increased vehicle use and hunter crowding in big game seasons and contribute to elk-human conflicts 
on adjacent private lands.  
 
Haley Reservoir contains an A strain population of Colorado River Cutthroat Trout and Bunker Basin is 
home to a population of B strain Colorado River Cutthroat Trout. Large unbroken roadless areas are 
essential for maintaining the ecological health of the habitat used by these species.   
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The worst infestation in Rio Blanco County of whitetop, a noxious weed, occurs adjacent to this IRA. 
Road development in this IRA could contribute to the spread of this noxious weed onto the National 
Forest.  Road development would also lead to habitat fragmentation that could have negative impacts 
on landscape scale movements and health of all wildlife species in the unit.  It is therefore 
recommended that the roadless designation remain on this IRA. 
 
Chatfield IRA – R21124 
 
The Chatfield IRA in the Flat Tops provides essential habitat for wildlife species including, but not 
limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, Northern Goshawk, and cutthroat trout.  Additional species found 
in this IRA include a variety of passerine bird species as well as a number small mammal species.   
 
This IRA is bounded on the west by the Flat Tops Wilderness area.  Motorized use occurs to the north 
on USFS lands, to the east on adjacent BLM and private lands, and to the south on USFS lands.  Elk 
management in this area relies on limited vehicular access to prevent elk movement onto adjacent 
private lands, which severely influences harvest success rates.  In addition, this IRA has numerous 
perennial and ephemeral streams that drain into major lakes and reservoirs.  Road development could 
lead to habitat degradation and sedimentation concerns that would affect important fisheries. 
 
Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to the Chatfield IRA, we recommend that the roadless designation remain on this IRA.   
 
Dome Peak IRA - R21108 
 
This IRA is bounded on the east and west by USFS lands with heavy motorized road use.  The 
increasing popularity of motorized recreation and a succession of motorcycle events over the last 20 
years have made the areas surrounding this IRA very popular with motorcycle and ATV riders.  Deer 
and elk are displaced by this activity and have moved into the Dome Peak IRA making it a vital 36,000 
acre sanctuary.    
 
Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to Dome Peak, it is recommended that the roadless designation remain on this IRA. 
 
Dome – R21123 
 
The Dome IRA in the Flat Tops provides essential habitat needs for wildlife species including, but not 
limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, and Northern Goshawk.  Additional species found in this IRA 
include a variety of passerine bird species as well as a number small mammal species.   
 
This IRA is comprised of two contiguous sections and is administered by both the Routt National Forest 
and the White River National Forest.  Only a small portion of the Dome IRA is in the within the Routt 
National Forest (IRA# - R21123).  The majority of the Dome IRA is within the White River National 
Forest (IRA# - 6).   
 
The Dome IRA within the Routt National Forest is bounded on the west by the Flat Tops Wilderness 
area.  Motorized use occurs to the north on USFS lands, to the east on adjacent USFS and private 
lands, and to the south on USFS lands outside of the portion of the Dome IRA within the White River 
National Forest (IRA# - 6).  Elk management in this area relies on limited vehicular access to prevent 
elk movement onto adjacent private lands, which severely influences harvest success rates.  In 
addition, this IRA has numerous perennial and ephemeral streams that drain into major lakes and 
reservoirs.  Road development could lead to habitat degradation and sedimentation concerns that 
would affect important fisheries. 
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Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to the Dome IRA, we recommend that the roadless designation remain on this IRA. 
 
Elkhorn, Shield Mountain IRA - R21107, R21106 
 
This IRA provides essential habitat for a variety of species including but not limited to; black bear, elk 
(portion of the Bears Ears herd, 2nd largest in Colorado), mule deer, lynx, Greater Sandhill Crane, 
Columbian Sharp-Tailed grouse, Boreal toad and the Colorado River Cutthroat trout. 
 
These IRAs are bisected by 4-wheel drive roads and several non designated motorized trails. The IRAs 
are also adjacent to other USFS areas with a network of roads and motorized trails. Habitat quality is at 
risk due to unauthorized roads and trails.  It is recommended that any new roads built for management 
purposes are obliterated.  Any non-system roads or trails should be closed to reduce erosion, 
sedimentation, habitat fragmentation and displacement of wildlife populations. 
 
The CDOW has worked closely with the USFS to address the impacts of motorized vehicle use in this 
IRA on elk distribution. The CDOW and the USFS believe that motorized vehicle access has 
contributed to a reduced elk harvest on USFS lands, premature movement of elk onto private lands 
adjacent to USFS lands and human-elk conflicts on private lands adjacent to USFS lands. In 2005 the 
USFS initiated changes in off-road vehicle management to address these issues. These changes came 
after significant peer review and public input.  CDOW recommends that the Elkhorn and Shield IRAs 
maintain their current roadless status consistent with existing Routt Forest Plan prescriptions. 
 
Gold Creek, South Fork IRA’s- R21109 & 21110 
 
These IRAs are typical high elevation lodgepole pine and spruce fir forests that have essential habitat 
for black bear, elk, mule deer, moose, mountain lion, martin, lynx and boreal toad. The CDOW has 
confirmed the presence of lynx through radio telemetry data on USFS lands in the South Fork and 
boreal toad were found there in 2005.  
 
These IRAs are bounded on the east by the Zirkel Wilderness area and provide small buffers to the 
heavy road traffic on Forest Roads and Trails.  These areas are very rugged and there is little 
opportunity for economic utilization of forest products.  In addition, these areas experienced extensive 
blow downs and fires that will take generations to recover.  It is recommended that these IRAs keep the 
roadless designation. 
 
Little Green Creek IRA – R21118 
 
The Little Green Creek IRA. (est. 844 acres) consists of diverse vegetation communities including 
willow bottoms, lodgepole, and spruce-fir. This IRA is managed currently as General Forest and 
Rangelands Forest Productions.  Access to Little Green Creek is limited as the parcel has no roads that 
access it and it is adjacent to Sarvis Creek Wilderness Area.  A trail runs to the west of the property 
(FDT 1108) and no roads lie within the IRA. 
 
The Little Green Creek IRA just east of the Sarvis Creek Wilderness Area provides essential habitat 
needs for wildlife species including, but not limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, Northern Goshawk, 
Peregrine Falcon, and cutthroat trout.  Additional species found in this IRA include a variety of 
passerine bird species as well as a number small mammal species.  This unit is suitable habitat for lynx 
and wolverine.  
 
Motorized use occurs to the east, south, and west on USFS lands and on adjacent private lands.  This 
IRA provides habitat for an unaltered A-strain conservation population of Colorado River Cutthroat 
trout.  Additionally, adjacent streams may provide opportunities to enhance conservation populations, 
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maintain genetic diversity, create meta-populations, and expand existing range for Colorado River 
cutthroat trout for their recovery. Road development could lead to habitat degradation and 
sedimentation concerns that would affect important fisheries. 
 
Unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the habitat 
used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to the Little Green Creek IRA and the need to protect vulnerable cutthroat trout populations, 
we recommend that the roadless designation remain on this IRA. 
 
Lynx Pass: Bushy Creek IRA – R21121 & Morrison Creek IRA – R21119 
 
The Bushy Creek IRA and the Morrison Creek IRA are located in the vicinity of Lynx Pass.  These 
IRA’s provide essential habitat needs for wildlife species including, but not limited to black bear, elk, 
mule deer, Northern Goshawk, Peregrine Falcon, and Boreal toads.  Additional species found in this 
IRA include a variety of passerine bird species as well as a number small mammal species.   
 
These IRA’s are bounded on the north by the Sarvis Creek Wilderness area.  Motorized use occurs to 
the east, south, and west on USFS lands and on adjacent private lands.  Elk management in this area 
relies on limited vehicular access to prevent elk movement onto adjacent private lands, which severely 
influences harvest success rates.  In addition, this IRA has numerous perennial and ephemeral streams 
that drain into major lakes and reservoirs.  Road development could lead to habitat degradation and 
sedimentation concerns that would affect important fisheries. 
 
Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to the Bushy Creek IRA and the Morrison Creek IRA, we recommend that the roadless 
designation remain on this IRA.   
 
Mad Creek IRA - R21111 
 
The Mad Creek Subunit is more than 25,000 acres and shares more than twenty miles of boundary with 
the west side of the Mount Zirkel Wilderness.  Most of the unit is undisturbed and remote. The lower 
elevations of this subunit have more than 6000 acres of big game winter range that are essential to the 
elk herd in Game Management Unit 14.  Roads and trails within the IRA are heavily used.  Since this 
subunit is only a few miles from Steamboat Springs any expansion of roads and motorized trails would 
attract heavy use and displace wildlife. The Mad Creek IRA is large and provides essential habitat for 
preserving the ecological health and integrity of the habitat used by many wildlife species.  It is 
recommended that this area retain it’s current roadless designation.     
 
Never Summer Range South and North, IRA’s - R21129 & 21130 
 
The Never Summer Subunit provides essential habitat needs for wildlife species including, but not 
limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, moose, mountain lion, lynx, white-tailed ptarmigan, boreal toad, 
and mountain wood frog, as well as many passerine bird species and small mammal species, and 
many raptor species.  The CDOW has confirmed the presence of lynx through radio telemetry data on 
USFS lands and Colorado State Forest lands immediately north of the subunit. 
  
 IRA R21129 is bounded on the southeast by the Never Summer Wilderness Area.  The remainder of 
the IRA is bordered by USFS managed lands with roads on the northern (Road 758), western (Roads 
740 and 750), and southern (Road 750) perimeters.  IRA 21130 is bounded on portions of the south 
and east by the Never Summer Wilderness Area and Rocky Mountain National Park, and on the north 
by portions of the Colorado State Forest.  USFS Road 758 borders the IRA to the southwest.  Trail 
1141 runs through both IRA’s in the subunit.  There are motorized portions Trails 1141 and 1186 that 
bisect IRA R21129 east and west. 
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Current Forest Service management prescriptions in this subunit include backcountry recreation, non-
motorized with limited motorized use in the winter (1.32), year round backcountry motorized 
recreation(3.31), dispersed recreation (4.3), and forest products (5.13).  These management 
prescriptions are suitable; however, we recommend that no new roads be constructed in this area.  
Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas 
adjacent to as well as between the IRA’s in this subunit, we recommend that the roadless designation 
remain on these IRA’s. 
 
Nipple Peak North and Nipple Peak South IRA’s - R21105, R21104 
 
The Nipple Peak North and South subunits have significant wildlife value for terrestrial, avian, and 
aquatic species.  The most notable feature in Nipple Creek South is the Lily Ponds area.  This is very 
good nesting habitat for Sandhill Cranes.  Similarly the creeks that drain toward Steamboat Lake in the 
Nipple Peak North subunit are nesting habitat for Cranes.  Sandhill cranes are very sensitive to human 
disturbance. 
 
Both units are important east-west migration areas for big game.  Nipple Peak North and South hold 
large populations of deer and elk and are hunted heavily.  There is exclusive access to the area from 
private roads in the South unit that move elk out of the area prematurely.  Any additional pressure from 
motorized traffic would make the situation worse. Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for 
maintaining the ecological health of the habitat used by wildlife.  The CDOW recommends these 
subunits remain roadless.  If it is necessary to build a road for ordinary forest management practices 
any roads should be closed and obliterated. 
 
Pagoda Peak- R21126 
 
The Pagoda Peak IRA is currently a popular destination for Colorado residents and non-residents.  
During the spring, summer, and fall large numbers of hiking and horseback enthusiasts visit the area to 
view and utilize the abundant wildlife resources in a natural environment.  Rio Blanco Co Rd 8 provides 
easy access and viewing of the area for those who do not wish to or are unable to leave the comforts of 
a vehicle.  The area is also utilized by high numbers of snowmobile and winter sports recreationists.  
The IRA provides essential habitat needs for Elk, Mule Deer, Mountain Lion, Black Bear, Native 
Cutthroat Trout, Columbian Sharp-tailed Grouse, Goshawk, and Flammulated Owl.  The IRA contains 
suitable but limited habitat for Greater Sage Grouse, Boreal Toad, Lynx, and Wolverine.  
 
This IRA is a unique area due to the extraordinary elk reproduction that takes place here.  The Salt 
Park, Slide Creek, Beaver Creek, Cyclone Park, and Rough Creek drainages contributes over 20% of 
the overall elk reproduction for the White River Elk Herd.  This is the largest elk herd in the world and 
provides hunting opportunity for over 30,000 hunters.  More specifically the IRA is the primary 
production area for Game Management Unit 12.  The five year hunter average for unit 12 is 4,650 
individuals per year, producing a five year harvest average of 2,019 elk annually.  The majority of these 
hunters are hunting and harvesting on the National Forest.  Elk production and annual winter migration 
from this IRA is directly related to hunter harvest as far as 40 miles west.  Hunting recreation dollars in 
the communities of Craig, Hayden, and Maybell are directly dependent on the elk production occurring 
in this IRA and surrounding areas.  Elk collar research studies have shown that increased preseason 
activity in this IRA decreases hunter success and the ability of the DOW to effectively manage elk 
numbers.  Increased forest activity also results in large numbers of elk leaving the National Forest for 
surrounding private land.  This increases already considerable agricultural conflicts and reduces public 
hunting opportunity.   
 
Colorado River Cutthroat trout are naturally reproducing on a large scale basis throughout this IRA.  
Preservation of current stream integrity is essential to continued natural reproduction of this species.  
The area also offers quality habitat utilized by large populations of other game and non-game species.   
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Current management practices ensure that the wildlife and their environment will be preserved and 
available for the utilization of future generations.  The CDOW recommends that current management 
practices be continued with the possible addition of a new public access trailhead on FS990.  If 
feasible, a new trailhead at this location would increase public access and have little impact on wildlife 
in the area.  Studies of elk movement and harvest data support current access and motorized use 
restrictions in this IRA.  The elk reproduction occurring in this IRA is critical to sustaining this portion of 
the White River Elk Herd with minimized impacts on surround private landowners.  The ability of the 
CDOW to effectively meet local management objectives would be threatened if large scale changes 
were made to the existing IRA management plan.  This would have significant negative economic 
impacts on the communities that rely on revenue generated by recreational tourism. 
 
Park Range IRA’s - Chedsey Creek, Whalen Creek, Grizzly Helena, Kettle Lakes R21112, R21113, 
RR21114, R21115 
 
The Park Range Subunit provides essential habitat needs for wildlife species including, but not limited 
to bighorn sheep, black bear, elk, mule deer, moose, mountain lion, lynx, white-tailed ptarmigan, white-
tailed deer, bufflehead, osprey, greater sandhill crane, boreal toad, and mountain wood frog, as well as 
many passerine bird species and small mammal species, and many raptor species. 
  
All of the IRA’s within this subunit are bounded on the west by the Mount Zirkel Wilderness.  USFS Trail 
1126 (Grizzly Helena Trail) is open to OHV’s and runs through portions of the Kettle Lakes and Grizzly 
Helena IRA’s, and borders the wilderness area for several miles. Portions of the Kettle Lakes and 
Grizzly Helena IRA’s are bounded on the east by private property with low to moderate motorized use.  
The northern approximate one-third of the Kettle Lakes IRA is bounded to the east and north by USFS 
managed lands and USFS roads 660 and 689, while the southern edge of the Grizzly Helena IRA is 
bounded by USFS managed lands and USFS road 652.   The southern portion of the Kettle Lakes IRA 
is interrupted by a small section of motorized access USFS lands and road 640, while the northern 
portion of the Grizzly Helena IRA is partially divided by a small section of motorized access USFS 
managed lands, private land in-holdings, and USFS road 634. 
 
Current Forest Service management prescriptions in this IRA include backcountry recreation, non-
motorized with limited motorized use in the winter (1.32), scenery (4.2), year round motorized 
backcountry recreation (3.31), national river system, wild rivers designated and eligible (1.5), research 
natural areas (2.2), and dispersed recreation (4.3).  These management prescriptions are suitable; 
however, we recommend that no new roads be constructed in this area.  Large, unbroken roadless 
areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the habitat used by many 
wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas adjacent to as well as 
between the IRA’s in this subunit, we recommend that the roadless designation remain on these IRA’s. 
 
Rabbit Ears Pass: Long Park IRA – R21116 & Walton Peak IRA– R21117 
 
The Walton Peak IRA and the Long Park IRA are located near Rabbit Ears Pass.  These IRA’s provide 
essential habitat needs for wildlife species including, but not limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, 
Northern Goshawk, and cutthroat trout.  Additional species found in this IRA include a variety of 
passerine bird species as well as a number small mammal species.   
 
These IRA’s are bounded on the south by the Sarvis Creek Wilderness area.  Motorized use occurs to 
the north and east on USFS lands and on adjacent private lands.  The south is bordered by various 
levels of development.  Elk management in this area relies on limited vehicular access to prevent elk 
movement onto adjacent private lands, which severely influences harvest success rates.  In addition, 
this IRA has numerous perennial and ephemeral streams that drain into major lakes and reservoirs.  
Road development could lead to habitat degradation and sedimentation concerns that would affect 
important fisheries. 
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Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the ecological health and integrity of the 
habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high amount of motor vehicle recreation and 
development in areas adjacent to the Long Park IRA and the Walton Peak IRA, we recommend that the 
roadless designation remain on this IRA. 
 
Sugarloaf North, Sugarloaf South – R21102,  R21103 
These IRA’s respectively incorporate 15,094 acres and 23,348 acres northeast of Craig. It provides 
essential habitat for a variety of wildlife species including but not limited to; black bear, elk (part of the 
Bears Ear herd, 2nd largest in Colorado), mule deer, lynx, Greater Sandhill Crane, Columbian Sharp-
Tailed grouse, Greater Sage grouse, Boreal toad and the Colorado River Cutthroat trout. 
 
This area includes nesting habitat for Greater Sandhill Crane, includes waters that provide for 
conservation populations of Colorado River Cutthroat trout in Willow Creek, Roaring Fork Creek, South 
Fork of Slater Creek and the West Prong of Slater Creek, overall and winter range for Columbian 
Sharp-Tailed grouse. 
 
The current Routt National Forest Management Plan prescriptions are suitable to secure essential 
habitat for the above species of interest.  It is recommended that no new permanent roads be 
constructed in this IRA in order to maintain critical ecological function by reducing habitat 
fragmentation.  Any temporary roads constructed to implement management programs should be 
obliterated upon completion of the project. 
 
Troublesome North IRA - R21127 
 
The Troublesome IRA within the Rabbit Ears Range provides essential habitat needs for wildlife 
species including, but not limited to black bear, elk, mule deer, moose, mountain lion, lynx, white-tailed 
ptarmigan, boreal toad, and mountain wood frog, as well as many passerine bird species and small 
mammal species, and many raptor species.  The CDOW has confirmed the presence of lynx through 
radio telemetry data within the Rabbit Ears subunit adjacent to the North Troublesome IRA.  Staffs from 
the CDOW and the USDA Forest Service, Parks Ranger District are working on a Memorandum of 
Understanding to reintroduce bighorn sheep into native ranges on Arapaho Ridge within the 
Troublesome North IRA.  
  
This IRA is bounded on the west by USFS lands with high motorized road use, on the north by BLM 
and private lands with high motorized use and on the east by USFS managed lands with very high 
motorized road and trail use including private and USFS sanctioned enduro trail rides.  Trail 1135 
(Hyannis Peak Trail) divides the IRA north and south.  When the USFS closed trail 1135 in December, 
2001 to all motorized use, it created a large, unbroken parcel of land with little motor vehicle access.  
  
Current USFS management prescriptions for this subunit include backcountry recreation, non-
motorized with limited motorized use in the winter (1.32), forest products (5.13), general forest and 
rangelands, forest vegetation emphasis (5.11) and general forest and rangelands, range vegetation 
emphasis (5.12).  These management prescriptions are suitable; however, we recommend that no new 
roads be constructed in this area.  Large, unbroken roadless areas are essential for preserving the 
ecological health and integrity of the habitat used by many wildlife species.  Because of the high 
amount of motor vehicle recreation in areas adjacent to the Troublesome North module, we 
recommend that the roadless designation remain on this IRA.   
 
Troublesome South –  R21128 
 
The Troublesome South IRA is a large (est. 45,000 acres) of very diverse and complex vegetation 
communities including willow bottoms, grasslands, sagebrush hillsides, aspen, lodgepole, spruce-fir 
and alpine. This IRA is managed currently as roadless with the exception of two roads which have 
special uses upon them. One road accesses the Matheson reservoir private land, and the other is up 
the East fork and accesses three in holdings of private property. These roads are restricted by private 
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land and are not accessed by the public. Livestock currently graze the area under a rotation permit. 
Wildlife use in this area includes migration corridor for mule deer and elk, deer and elk winter range 
(2,700 acres) and summer range. Calving, fawning and rearing of young is common in this unit. Large 
riparian areas dominated by willow and beaver colonies bisect this area. Moose are common year 
round residents in this unit and this is a core area for the unit 18 population. Fisheries exist in all of the 
creeks and streams, populations of brook trout, rainbow and German brown inhabit this IRA This unit is 
suitable potential habitat for lynx and wolverine. A wide variety of small mammals and birds occupy this 
tract. This area provides a very important landscape function in connectivity to adjacent areas for 
wildlife security and movement. This IRA is a very popular hunting area accessed by foot and 
horseback. Three commercial outfitters are permitted for use in this area; one for backpacking and two 
for hunting and horseback trips. Pine beetle kill is wide spread in the area and is a concern in the 
Bighorn Park subdivision west of the IRA. We recommend that the Troublesome South I.R.A. be 
retained as roadless. 
 
 
 
 


